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Framework for Process Discovery from Sensor Data

Agnes Koschmider1, Dominik Janssen2, Felix Mannhardt3

Abstract: Process mining can give valuable insights into how real-life activities are performed when
extracting meaningful activities instances from raw sensor events. However, in many cases, the event
data generated during the execution of a process is at a much lower level of abstraction, and, in some
cases, even continuous, e.g., sensor data. This paper presents a framework to discover activities and
process models from event location sensor data. The framework is flexible enough to be applied to
any data set from raw sensor data.
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1 Introduction

There is a clear need to give deeper insights beyond the execution sequence and performance
of formal process activities that are easily extracted from an organization’s’ enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system. In the domain of screen or computer-based work, commer-
cial process mining tools have already introduced task mining 4, which combines screen
recording and optical character recognition with topic modeling techniques, to identify not
only the existence of process problems but automatically give insights into the underlying
root causes. However, many processes span both the digital world and the physical world.
For example, some parts of a make-to-order manufacturing process will be traceable by
extracting events from the ERP and manufacturing execution systems and can be analyzed
well with current techniques. Other crucial parts of the process with high impact on the
performance, e.g., the activities on the shop-floor, will remain hidden since often there
is insufficient data on the individual steps. Thus, inferring what actually happened in the
physical world based on raw sensor data is required to fully understand such processes.

This paper presents our framework for mapping of event data to the different levels from
event (location) sensor data to a process model in order to understand processes that can be
derived from raw sensor data. The framework consists of four modular steps starting with
the correlation of events to cases, followed by activity discovery and abstracting activities
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from events and finally the process discovery step. Each step of the framework will be
sketched in this paper.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section lists challenges for process discover
from raw sensor data that should be considered by a framework for process discovery from
raw sensor data. Section 3 presents our framework to meet some of these challenges. Related
works are summarized in Section 4. The paper ends with a conclusion and discusses future
research directions.

2 Challenges for Process Discovery from Raw Sensor Data

To support process discovery from raw sensor data requires to bridge several assumptions
that traditional process mining techniques enforce on the structure and semantics of recorded
event data. In traditional process mining, i.e., process mining working on recorded events
or real-time data of information systems and not with low-level raw data, events shall
be (i) available as part of a single, comprehensive dataset (commonly called event log),
be (ii) totally ordered, (iii) discrete, (iv) correct and accurate, (v) show an isomorphic
relation to individual activity executions and (vi) relatively high level (i.e., close to the
business-level like "truck loading ended"). In the context of raw sensor data events can be
any kind of observations (e.g., a sensor value changed) with relevance to a certain process.
To apply process discovery from raw sensor data requires to cope with these assumptions of
traditional process mining. For this, new techniques are required that put emphasis of the
following:

1. no single, comprehensive dataset: interconnected devices like large-scale sensor
networks or mobile devices emit events at distributed, potentially not even stationary
sources representing low-level raw data (e.g., raw RFID readings). Thus, events are
distributed. Solutions would help to overcome assumptions (i) and (ii).

2. no discrete events: usually, process mining works with recorded, discrete events or
real-time data of information systems and not with low-level raw data [KMH18].
Process mining algorithms expect event logs, that organizes the events in terms of
traces at a certain level of abstraction, which does not match the low-level concept of
raw sensor event data [So19]. Related solution would help to overcome the assumption
(iii).

3. no correct event log: events that are composed of an observation of an activity
accompanied by time information extracted from sensor data are mostly affected by
noise, inaccurate measurements and ambiguous information resulting in an uncertain
event log. This point is related to the assumption (iv).

4. no isomorphic relation to activity executions: sensing or observations of the physical
world generate low-level events. The translation of low-level data into high-level
data, known as event abstraction requires appropriate data aggregations. Beside
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this, the low-level event data is tracked in continuous form requiring new techniques
for event abstraction. For further reading we refer to [KMH18], which sketches an
schematic overview of the hierarchy of low-level events to process model discovery.
The state-of-the art of event abstraction is summarized in [Ze20]. Solutions shall help
to overcome (v) and (vi).

In the next section we present our approach coping with the fourth issue.

3 Framework for Process Discovery from Raw Sensor Data

The discovery of process models from raw sensor data requires several data aggregations.
Our framework for mapping to the different levels of event data is presented in Fig. 1, which
incorporates such data aggregations. Our framework assumes a sensor event log as input
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Fig. 1: Mapping to the different levels of event data.

derived from e.g., networks of WiFi-access points, or motion sensors in smart homes and
smart factories. Event data like this does not necessarily have a unique identifier attached to
it to identify who triggered the event. One component of the framework allows to detect
multiple entities (i.e., people or objects) at the same time. For this, it has to be ensured
that all activities are associated with the correct entity. To abstract activities from events
machine learning techniques are used. To provide a solution for process discovery from raw
sensor events, our framework consists of four steps:

1. Event Correlation: In this step raw sensor events are grouped to a set of (unlabelled)
activity instances by correlating each individual sensor event to an activity instance.
The output of this first module is a log in which beyond the requirements for a sensor
event log each event is additionally assigned an activity instance that can be retrieved
within the set of instances.
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2. Activity Discovery: In the second step process activities are discovered together with
their labels and sensor-level process models describing the expected behaviour on a
sensor level. To use our approach in scenarios with multiple entities, a mechanism is
incorporated distinguishing persons from objects. The approach bases on the relative
distance of the event (location) data.

3. Event Abstraction: Abstraction of the log (see step 1) to a process event log where
events are directly related to the start or completion of process activities. In particular,
sub-traces from the event / case correlation (step 1) are combined with activity
clusters detected within the second step Activity Discovery. Once the combination is
complete, the result of this step is a process event log. It specifies every event that has
been recorded in the location sensor event log as an activity. These activities have the
following tags allocated to them: the name of the activity (label), the entity that is
executing the activity (instance) and the information if the activity has been started or
completed (life cycle).

4. Discovery of Processes: Having promoted the raw sensor events to the level of activity
instances, we still need to identify which process cases are meaningful to our analysis
target. We have to assume that regular and routine behaviour can be observed. As a
starting point an activity has to be selected that most likely will be the origin of the
routine behaviour. Finally, a process model is discovered using a standard technique.
The final output is a process model reflecting the observed behaviour of the entities
aggregated only from raw sensor data.

We evaluated our approach on the publicly available CASAS data-set, which contains raw
sensor data from a smart home environment [Ra07]. The data set refers to a smart home
test-bed with two residents and a house equipped with 51 motion sensors. To discover
activities and process models from motion sensors, a self-organizing map (SOM) has been
used as unsupervised learning in form of clustering and process mining. Our framework can
be applied to any other arbitrary data set if the minimum requirement of time and location
data is met.

4 Related Work

A large body of research exists that addresses the discovery of events and activities at
different levels (see Fig. 1). Particularly, approaches can be found for activity recognition
from low-level events addressing recognition on different sensor types like motion or
video [Di18; NS10; RMM16; ZS12] or analyzing data from wearable [Ci19; Sz16] or
reference sensors [LRP15] where machine learning is used for data aggregation. Our
framework allows a process model view on raw sensor data, which advances existing
approaches and is beneficial in terms of evaluating the quality of data aggregations, which
machine learning is not capable of.
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Related to our framework are approaches for activity recognition for process mining. The
technique of [ESA16] assumes the low-level event data to be discrete and expects particular
representations of traces. This does not apply for our framework.

5 Conclusion

The rise of Internet-of-Things (IoT) gradually changes the granularity level at which event
data, captured during the execution of operational processes, is stored. While in the past
process models have been discovered from documents or interviews with domain experts,
which is error-prone and time-consuming, the challenge will be to automatically discover the
de-jure process model coined under the umbrella of process mining from large-scale sensor
networks or wearable devices [Ja17]. Process mining can give valuable and new insights
into how real-life activities in the physical world are performed when meaningful activities
instances are extracted from raw sensor data. In this paper we presented a framework for
process discovery from raw sensor data consisting of data aggregations steps. The framework
gives guidelines how to discover high-level events from raw (location) event data and how
to discover processes from activity instances that were derived from high-level events.

Further research tasks for this paper are:

1. We plan to conduct empirical studies that compare various clustering techniques for
data aggregations. We plan to apply different machine learning and deep learning
techniques for abstracting activity instances from event data and comparing them in
terms of accuracy, scalability and efficiency.

2. The recognition of entities (person vs. object) from raw sensor data also requires
improvement in order to discover accurate process models. We plan to use different
approaches for entity recognition and allocation to activites and compare them.
Hidden Markov Models and other machine learning-based approaches could remedy
the situation.

3. To foster a responsible use of event logs we plan to consider privacy issues when
abstracting activities from event data [Vo20].
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